
Solutions for Healthcare and Life Sciences
Getting the Most Out of Machine Learning

The healthcare and life sciences (HLS) industries are changing. From hospitals, payers, and suppliers to 
pharmaceutical, biomedical, medical device companies – all HLS organizations understand the need to 
generate insight from data. Competitive advantage depends on it.

Machine learning (ML) is one of the most promising ways forward. With the ability to use computers to 
identify patterns and automatically learn from massive volumes of information, ML can help you move 
from data to knowledge to wisdom.

Across all functions in healthcare and life sciences, you can use machine learning to empower your people 
to make wise business decisions. These data- and insight-supported decisions can help mitigate risk and 
drive business performance while optimizing processes to improve outcomes and enhance
experiences for patients, customers, and workers alike.

Value, ROI, and ML Success with SpringML

From Data to Knowledge to Wisdom

No company is better prepared to help you seize the advantage with ML in healthcare and life sciences 
than SpringML.

While our implementors and data scientists are deep technologists for deep learning, we live for engagement 
with our customers. We work to quickly understand your challenges, then design a tailor-fit solution that 
addresses your needs. We partner with you through every step of the journey. The objective is to help you 
realize value quickly from your data and accelerate the adoption of ML throughout your business.

When you partner with us, you get the experience and expertise of a global systems integrator – one with a 
proven record of helping Fortune 500 companies realize ML value. Our solutions are implemented at more 
than 150 customer sites worldwide.

Core competencies include:

Cloud data migration and consolidation: 
Rapidly move your data to the cloud 
and create a single source of truth that 
all researchers and users can access 
and interrogate

Deep analytics: Use machine learning and deep 
data science to generate actionable insight based 
on structured data and unstructured data 
(including images, video feeds, and user activity)

Customized solution development: Use our technical know-how to build and deploy tailor-fit appli-
cations that use AI and process automation to streamline workflow requiring complex data validation

ML implementation and integration: Get up and running with ML in a way that leverages your data 
treasures to detect patterns and uncover opportunities
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The Best Partnering with the Best: Services for 
Salesforce and Google
Both Salesforce and Google have recognized the value SpringML brings to the table when it comes to 
artificial intelligence (AI) and ML. This is why these technology pioneers partner with SpringML to help their 
HLS customers stay ahead.

As one of the earliest partners in the Salesforce Einstein Analytics Cloud ecosystem, SpringML o�ers 
applications and services to help you get the most out of your Salesforce investment.

SpringML is a premier Google Cloud Platform partner with specializations in ML and Big data analytics. We 
help you define your AI strategy for the Google Cloud Platform and bring it to fruition.
For example, we helped one customer use ML-based visual inspection of drug dispensers to avoid stock-out 
situations in clinical settings. We helped another customer to automate customer support and answer 
FDA-related queries without human intervention.

We’ve also built chatbots that give users new ways to interact with customer-facing agents. Using 
engaging voice and text-based interfaces that leverage the power of ML and integrate with backend systems, 
our customers have been able to automate certain customer interactions to improve experiences and 
outcomes alike.

Incorporating all kinds of data – structured data from systems and unstructured data from images, text, and 
video – we consolidate your data in the cloud on Google BigQuery, which runs blazing-fast SQL queries on 
gigabytes to petabytes of data.

We then leverage the TensorFlow library and APIs from Google to rapidly build ML models that solve targeted 
problems. With expert data scientists and unparalleled deep learning experience, we help you deploy these 
models in the real world – moving you rapidly from experimental prototypes to fully operational solutions.

Salesforce

Google Cloud

Take for example, our adverse event monitoring solution that collects, prepares, and processes historical 
and real-time data through a machine learning algorithm that predicts adverse events to minimize risk.
Another example is our claims analysis solution that uses AI to help major healthcare providers identify and 
understand abnormal claims by analyzing data from bill to post (or bill to pay for payers).

Whatever your objective, SpringML helps you maximize the value of the Salesforce Einstein platform with 
customized solutions that meet your needs. By integrating your implementation into existing data and 
processes, we build solutions that deliver actionable insight through beautiful dashboards – helping to 
drive informed decision-making throughout your organization. And with proven best practices and an 
implementation approach designed to mitigate your risk, we help you put your ML models to work quickly.
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Custom Applications that Drive Value
All applications and services from SpringML are fully customizable to meet your needs and drive value in
the direction you require. Examples include:

Predictive Sales Forecasting

Forecast demand, manage supply, track 
prescriptions, and monitor sales rep perfor-

mance with a predictive model that analyzes 
historical and current pipeline data together 

and presents actual, predictive, and judgement 
forecasts on a single screen for management 

comparison and assessment

Predictive Maintenance 
(with Internet of Things technology)

Avoid costly downtime and optimize 
maintenance processes for manufacturing 
equipment by tracking sensor data output, 

analyzing it to predict failure conditions, and 
taking action only when necessary

Sense and 
Respond Demand Management

Process live streams of data and apply
machine learning to predict stockouts for 

clinical drug dispensers and other equipment

Integrated Ad Analytics

Understand how ad campaign components 
contribute to sales by integrating data sources 

across sales and marketing groups and building 
dashboards with predictive insights accessible 

by browser or mobile device

Adverse Event Reporting

Analyze text, audio, images, insurance claims, 
equipment data, and other sources using ML to 
detect adverse events and automatically report 
to the FDA to ensure compliance while saving 

time and resources

Automated Order Agent 
and Customer Support

Improve the customer experience
with customer-facing chatbots that access all 
available data sets to take orders and address

common customer issues and queries

Intelligent Document Processor

Automate claims processing, track NDAs, and 
ensure legal and regulatory compliance by 

detecting data values in electronic and scanned 
documents
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On the Road to Predictive – and Then Prescriptive

Learn More

If the road ahead moves from data to knowledge to wisdom, then everybody in the enterprise needs to be
empowered to make wise decisions based on insight into data.

Insight into data is what SpringML delivers. HLS organizations work with us to move from being reactive
enterprises that chase events to become predictive enterprises that control events with the ability to see
what’s coming next.

But HLS organizations are not stopping there. The road ahead is ultimately taking us to the prescriptive
enterprise, where systems automatically suggest the best course of action – thus speeding the time it takes
to put plans into action.

From data to knowledge to wisdom. From reactive to predictive to prescriptive. If you’re on the road to
machine learning and insight from data, SpringML is there with the talent, know-how, and o�erings to help
you reach your destination.

To get started or learn how you can get more value from data with ML technology, visit us at: 

www.springml.com

1.800.346.8260
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